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3 Core #3/0 Type G-gc In Mine Power 

Electric Project In Chile 

As the professional 3 Core #3/0 Type G-gc In Mine 

Power Electric Project In Chile manufacture, we would 

like to provide you 3 core #3/0 type G-GC in mine 

power electric project in Chile. And we will offer you 

the best after-sale service and timely delivery. You are 

welcomed to come to our factory to buy the latest 

selling, low price, and high-quality 3 core #3/0 type 

G-GC in mine power electric project in Chile. We look 

forward to cooperating with you. 

 
 

Longda cable is one 3 Core #3/0 Type G-gc In Mine Power Electric Project In Chile in Chile factory 

from China, can offer the free Flexible Copper Conductor Electric Grounding Cable Bare Copper 

Wire sample , low price , and good service, if you have any question. Pls contact with us. 

 

 

 

Model Number:TYPE G-GC 

Insulation Material:Rubber 

Type:Medium Voltage 

Application:Industrial 

Conductor Material:Copper 

Jacket:CPE 

Name:TYPE G-GC 

Standard:U L1650 / MSHA 

cross section:4 AWG THRU 4/0 AWG 
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cores:3 

Conductor:coated annealed copper 

Insulation:EPR Rubber 

Sheath:CPE, Extra-heavy-dut 

Delivery:15 days 

Compliances:Mines 

 

Three conductors Type G-GC Power, Flat Parallel Portable w/Ground-Check, 

EPR/CPE 2000V cables feet price 

 

Applications: 

•Designed for use as trailing cables on AC mining equipment: 

•Where ground monitoring is accomplished with a ground-check conductor 

•Where induced voltages in the grounding system do not present a hazard 

  

Product Construction Conductor: 

•6 AWG thru 4/0 AWG coated annealed copper, bunched wires, rope-lay-stranded per 

ASTM B172 

Insulation: 

•Ethylene Propylene Rubber (EPR) insulation colored (black, white and red) 

Ground-Check Conductor: 

•Coated copper, rope-lay-stranded and shaped ground-check conductor is insulated with a yellow 

elastomer 

Grounding Conductor: 

•Coated copper, rope-lay-stranded and shaped with a green elastomer covering designed to keep 

the grounding conductor in place in the flat assembly 

Jacket: 

•Extra-heavy-duty, lead-cured Chlorinated Polyethylene (CPE) 

  

Features: 

•Flat construction provides maximum resistance to damage from crushing and runovers  

•Shaped insulation to prevent conductors from shifting under the jacket 

•Excellent physical toughness and heat stability 

•Excellent heat, moisture, steam, oil, chemical, radiation and compression cut resistance 

  

Compliances: 

•ICEA S-75-381 Portable and Power Feeder Cables for use in mines and similar applications 

•Meets flame test requirements and is accepted for listing by MSHA 
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6 AWG THRU 4/0 AWG CONDUCTORS, THREE CONDUCTOR,FLAT PARALLEL PORTABLE 

W/GROUND-CHECK, TYPE G-GC - 2000 VOLTS 

 

 

 

Ideal for mining applications where exposure to extensive abrasion, impact, vibration, tension, and 

cut-through are common causes for cable failure, Type G-GC cables are heavy-duty, portable 

power cables constructed for use in circuits not exceeding 2,000 volts. 

Designed for use in applications such as loaders, drills, conveyors, pumps, power supplies, copper 

shielding, and other mobile or stationary equipment requiring grounding conductors and a ground 

check conductor. Type G-GC cables are medium voltage cables rated for conductor temperatures 

up to 90°C. 
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Our Services 

 

1.25 years production experience and 16 years export experience . 

2.Products certification :UL,CE,BV,TUV,KEMA,PSB,SABS,ABS,NK,LR,KR,GL etc 

3. OEM service available based on official & legal authorization. 

4. Strict quality control system. 

5.Rapid delivery and feedback  Faster lead time than our competitors. 

6.Excellent quality with reasonable price. 

7.Strong technical support (technical data, drawing, etc.) 

8.Professional teamwork service for you actively. 

9.Stock available, Free sample is available. 

 


